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CIPP’s Annual Conference and Exhibition
The CIPP’s Annual Conference and Exhibition is the UK’s largest independent payroll conference and exhibition, with over 300
attendees and 25 exhibitors showcasing payroll, pensions and reward services.
Our Annual Conference and Exhibition is the longest established payroll conference in the UK. We have created an amazing and
engaging programme filled with insightful speakers, as well as networking opportunities and an online immersive exhibition.
At the end of the conference and exhibition, the CIPP hosts the Annual Excellence Awards, which attracts over 550 individuals from the
payroll, pensions and reward industry and recognises those who have achieved excellence in their field within the last 12 months.
The Annual Excellence Awards are the only payroll awards in the UK and are independently judged by a panel from the CIPP
membership base. The awards recognise individual achievements, as well as organisational success, including the coveted payroll
service provider of the year award.
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About the CIPP

The Chartered Institute of Payroll Professionals (CIPP) is the Chartered Institute for payroll, pensions
and reward professionals in the UK. With more than 9,500* individuals benefiting from the CIPP’s
membership benefits, support and education services, the Institute is dedicated to raising the profile
of payroll in businesses across the UK and internationally.
Leading the profession through education, membership and recognition
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* correct at time of publication

The Annual Conference and Exhibiton and Annual Excellence Awards attract a variety of different people
with a wide range of different job roles and responsibilities related to payroll. These people also come
from a long and varied list list of different organisations, both big and small, such as the below, all looking
to network and interact at the event.
● Admiral Group Plc

● Dunelm Soft Furnishings Ltd

● Oracle Corporation UK Ltd

● Ares Management Limited

● Eque2 Ltd

● Armstrong Watson LLP

● ESOS Limited

● Parliamentary and Health
Service Ombudsman

● Associated British Foods Plc

● Essex Police Authority

● BDO LLP

● First Actuarial LLP

● BGL Group Ltd

● Gist Ltd

● BHP Chartered Accountants

● Hays Payroll Management

● British Standards Institution

● Hiscox plc

● Brunel University London

● HMRC

● BT Lancashire Services

● Howden Joinery Ltd

● Bupa UK Payroll Services

● Hyperion Insurance Group

● Cambridge University Press

● Intuit Limited

● Capita Business Services Ltd

● Kent County Council

● Capita HR Solutions

● KPMG LLP

● Coke Estate Ltd

● MHR

● DFDS Seaways Plc

● Midland Heart Ltd

● Direct Line Group

● Mitrefinch Ltd

● Dorset Healthcare University
NHS Foundation Trust

● NES Global talent Limited

● DVLA

● NorthgateArinso UK Limited

● North Bristol NHS Trust

Why sponsor this event?

Network in the technologically advanced Networking
Lounge where you can virtually “work the room” and
immediately connect with up to eight people at a time.

● Police Service of Northern
Ireland
● Rimini Street Inc
● Rolls-Royce PLC
● Simplyhealth People Ltd

See who has joined the conference on the attendee list
then reach out to them with messaging and direct video
calls

● Sodexo Ltd
● St Helens & Knowsley
Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust
● Sunrise Senior Living
● The Pensions Regulator

Join in the CIPP’s Hidden Codes game to encourage
attendees to explore your virtual stand

● TSB Bank Plc
● Univar UK Ltd
● University of Lincoln

Share videos and promotional documents

● William Hill Plc
● Xero
● Zellis

Share your contact details, social media and details
about your company
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“The CIPP’s annual conference and exhibition is
an outstanding event for payroll professionals,
offering access to unique workshops hosted
by the brightest minds in the industry, and the
opportunity to network with payroll experts from
across the UK.
It’s a great place to find out about the trends and
changes impacting payroll today, so you can stay
at the top of your game and plan for the future.
Workday is extremely passionate about payroll
innovation and is proud to be the headline sponsor
for the 2020 conference.”
Workday
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AVAILABLE SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES
CONFERENCE SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Please note: everything included in our packages is dependent on booking date and deadlines, so the earlier you book the more you will benefit.

Headline conference sponsorship

CIPP’s Annual Conference and Exhibition

Opportunity available to sponsor the CIPP’s Annual Payroll Conference and Exhibition, prominently featured as our headline sponsor

£7,000+VAT

Online event

Single opportunity available

Pre conference
● Acknowledgement as headline conference sponsor, with logo where appropriate, on all email communications prior to and
post conference
● Credited as headline conference sponsor, with logo, in all editorial for the conference within Professional in Payroll, Pensions
and Reward
● Credited as headline conference sponsor, with logo and hyperlink from the CIPP website
● Pre-conference short video to be sent out to all delegates on a mutually convenient date. The video is to be produced by the sponsor
to explain why they are supporting this conference as headline sponsor
● Pre-conference solus email to delegates on a mutually convenient date
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● Logo to appear on the conference marketing alongside the CIPP, to be credited as main headline sponsor
● Acknowledgement as headline conference sponsor in all event PR with the opportunity for a quote from a senior member of staff

On the day
● Take advantage of our brand new feature for 2021 - live networking areas, open for use during the comfort breaks throughout each day. Sponsors and delegates can virtually ‘work
the room’, network and connect by video call in groups of up to eight people, seamlessly switching between groups and people by simply moving your avatar to the person you’d
like to chat to.
● Virtual marketing stand displaying company information, links to social media and company website
● Attendance for three company representatives to attend the virtual conference on 6 and 7 October

Continued overleaf...
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● Access to full list of attendees via the online platform, delegates to select what information is shared
● Logo and acknowledgement on the opening slides used during all plenary sessions
● 5 minute pre-recorded welcome video played on day one
● One representative to have a seat on the financial awareness, pay on demand and future of payments panel discussion

CONFERENCE SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

● Logo to appear on sponsor page for the online event
● Company logo included in list of sponsors, headline sponsor to appear at the top plus in a rotating banner add on the home page. The rotating
banner will contain headline sponsor ad, keynote speaker ad and CIPP ads.
● Live chat functionality available to speak with delegates during the conference
● Opportunity to book one to one video calls with all attendees
● Videos can be added to your virtual stand – vimeo hosting is preferred
● Documents for the delegates to download – max 10mb
● Opportunity to participate with the conference game, clues can be hidden on sponsor pages with delegates earning points if they find these.
Increasing footfall to the exhibitor area
● Opportunity to run a prize draw for visitors to the exhibition stand. Prizes to be provided by the sponsor. Winner to be selected and shared with
the CIPP by 13:30 on 7 October. Winner will be announced by the CIPP’s Chair during the final conference session.
● Logo to appear on screen when award is presented during Annual Excellence awards ceremony

Post event
● Accredited as headline conference sponsor, with logo, in the post conference follow up supplement in November’s Professional in Payroll,
Pensions and Reward magazine
● 100 word inclusion in the post conference supplement, distributed to all delegates who attended the conference and members of the CIPP
with the November magazine
● Advert in the post conference supplement, distributed to all delegates who attended the conference and members of the CIPP with the
November magazine
● Post conference solus email to delegates on a mutually convenient date
● Mention in post-event awards supplement – to include photograph of the winner receiving the award from
the sponsor
● Opportunity to congratulate the award winner and highly commended via email or post following the
ceremony via the CIPP
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Keynote conference speaker sponsorship
£5,500+VAT

Online event

Single opportunity available

Pre Conference

CONFERENCE SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

CIPP’s Annual Conference and Exhibition

media and company website

● Logo to appear on the Annual Conference webpage with hyperlink
through to landing page

● Live chat functionality available to speak with online delegates

● Acknowledged as keynote speaker sponsor within Professional in Payroll,
Pensions and Reward magazine pre conference from date of booking

● Videos can be added to your virtual stand – vimeo hosting is
preferred

● Logo to appear on the conference marketing alongside, to be credited as
the keynote speaker sponsor

● Documents for the delegates to download – max 10mb

On the day
● Acknowledged as sponsor of keynote sessions throughout the
conference
● Take advantage of our brand new feature for 2021 - live networking
areas, open for use during the comfort breaks throughout each day.
Sponsors and delegates can virtually ‘work the room’, network and
connect by video call in groups of up to eight people, seamlessly
switching between groups and people by simply moving your avatar to
the person you’d like to chat to.
● Opportunity to pre-record videos introducing keynote speakers, opening
speaker on day one and the motivational speaker on day two. CIPP will
provide a partial script for the introduction
● Logo to appear on the screen during the keynote introductions
● Access to full list of attendees via the online platform, delegates to select
what information is shared

● Opportunity to book one to one video calls with all attendees

● Opportunity to participate with the conference game, clues can
be hidden on sponsor pages with delegates earning points if
they find these. Increasing footfall to the exhibitor area
● Opportunity to run a prize draw for visitors to the exhibition
stand. Prizes to be provided by the sponsor. Winner to be
selected and shared with the CIPP by 13:30 on 7 October.
Winner will be announced by the CIPP’s Chair during the final
conference session

Post conference
● Acknowledged as keynote speaker sponsor within the event
follow up supplement issued with November’s Professional
in Payroll, Pensions and Reward
● 100 word inclusion in the post conference supplement,
distributed to all delegates who attended the conference and
members of the CIPP with the November magazine

● Attendance for two representatives to attend the virtual conference on 6
and 7 October
● Company logo included in list of sponsors, keynote sponsor to appear
above event sponsors top plus in a rotating banner add on the home
page. The rotating banner will contain headline sponsor ad, keynote
speaker ad and CIPP ads.
● Virtual marketing stand displaying company information, links to social
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Online conference sponsor
£3,000+VAT

Online event

CIPP’s Annual Conference and Exhibition

Multiple opportunities available

CONFERENCE SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Pre Conference
● Mention in pre-event editorial in Professional in Payroll, Pensions and Reward magazine
● Logo to appear on all pre conference marketing, to be credited as online conference sponsor
● Logo to appear on the Annual Conference webpage with hyperlink through to landing page

On the day
● Attendance for two company representatives to attend the virtual conference on 6 and 7 October
● Take advantage of our brand new feature for 2021 - live networking areas, open for use during the comfort
breaks throughout each day. Sponsors and delegates can virtually ‘work the room’, network and connect by
video call in groups of up to eight people, seamlessly switching between groups and people by simply moving
your avatar to the person you’d like to chat to.
● Company logo included in list of sponsors, displayed alphabetically on online platform
● Virtual marketing stand displaying company information, links to social media and company website
● Live chat functionality available to speak with online delegates
● Opportunity to book one to one video calls with all attendees
● Access to full list of attendees via the online platform, delegates to select what information is shared
● Videos can be added to your virtual stand – vimeo hosting is preferred
● Documents for the delegates to download – max 10mb
● Opportunity to participate with the conference game, clues can be hidden on sponsor pages with delegates
earning points if they find these. Increasing footfall to the exhibitor area
● Opportunity to run a prize draw for visitors to the exhibition stand. Prizes to be provided by the sponsor. Winner to be selected and shared with the CIPP by 13:30 on 7 October.
Winner will be announced by the CIPP’s Chair during the final conference session.

Post Conference
● Logo to appear on all post marketing for the conference, including the follow up supplement issued with November’s Professional in Payroll, Pensions and Reward magazine
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Awards only sponsorship
£1,495+VAT

Online event

Single opportunity available

AWARDS SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

All awards are offered to 2020 sponsors for first refusal before opening up to other potential sponsors.
Available awards (subject to first refusal)
● NEW FOR 2021: Best Coronavirus (Covid 19) Crisis Response
● NEW FOR 2021: The Bright Beginnings Award
● NEW FOR 2021: The Spotlight Award

SOLD

SOLD

SOLD

● NEW FOR 2021: The Luminary Award

SOLD

● Well-being and employee engagement

SOLD

● Software product of the year

● Videos can be added to your virtual stand – vimeo is
preferred
SOLD

SOLD

● Payroll service provider of the year
● In-house payroll team of the year

● Virtual marketing stand displaying company information,
links to social media and company website
● Live chat functionality available to speak with online
delegates

● Project of the year
● International payroll service provider of the year

● Company logo included in list of sponsors, displayed
alphabetically on online platform

SOLD
SOLD

Sponsorship of an award will include the following:
Pre event
● Mention in pre-event editorial in Professional in Payroll, Pensions and
Reward magazine
● Logo to appear on the Annual Excellence webpage with hyperlink
through to landing page

● Opportunity to book one to one video calls with all
attendees
● Access to full list of attendees via the online platform,
delegates to select what information is shared
● Documents for the delegates to download – max 10mb

Post event
● Mention in post-event awards supplement – to include
photograph of the winner receiving the award from
sponsor
● Opportunity to congratulate the award winner and highly
commended via email, or post, following the ceremony
via the CIPP

On the day
● Logo to appear on screen when award is presented
● Logo and contact details to appear on the event platform for the virtual
attendees
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ANNUAL CONFERENCE AND AWARDS ORDER FORM

ORDER FORM

IPP Education Ltd
A subsidiary of the Chartered Institute of Payroll Professionals
Goldfinger House, 245 Cranmore Boulevard, Shirley, Solihull, B90 4ZL
t: +44 (0)121 712 1000

e: info@cipp.org.uk

cipp.org.uk

Order acknowledgement
The total fees shall not exceed the Total Amount in Aggregate set
out above without the prior written approval of Client.
This agreement is between the signing organisation and
the Chartered Institute of Payroll Professionals (a company
incorporated by Royal Charter) and IPP Education Ltd (a subsidiary
of the Chartered Institute of Payroll Professionals). Registered No.
3612942 (England). VAT No. 864462406 Registered Address:
Goldfinger House, 245 Cranmore Boulevard, Shirley, Solihull, B90
4ZL (referred to as the CIPP).

Acknowledgement No: 					Date:
Please confirm invoice company name, address and details
Name: 											

By signing the order acknowledgement form, you are agreeing to
the CIPP’s terms and conditions of sale. Details of the sponsorship
package are only available if deadlines are met by the sponsoring
company.

PO number: 											
Address: 											
							

Details of the sponsorship package are only available if deadlines
are met by the sponsoring company.

Postcode: 					

It is your responsibility to ensure your website links are kept up to
date.

Email: 											

The CIPP and its subsidiary holdings will not be liable for any
financial loss through the cancellation of an event owing to
adverse weather, act of terrorism or any other “Act of God”.

Please select your sponsorship option/s - All costs below are exclusive of VAT

Options

2021 rate

Headline conference sponsorship

£7,000

Keynote conference speaker sponsorship

£5,500

Online conference sponsorship

£3,000

Awards only sponsorship

£1,495
Total cost £ 0

The sponsor is responsible for and shall fully indemnify the
CIPP against all costs, claims, demands, proceedings and losses
whatsoever including personal injury made against or incurred
by the CIPP as a result of the sponsor promoting, advertising
or exhibiting any goods or services at the conference save as
precluded by the Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977.
The sponsor is responsible for the loss or damage to their own
property and injury, loss or damage to the other persons or their
property by the negligence of the sponsor. The CIPP accepts no
responsibility for such risks. The sponsor is responsible for insuring
against such risks.
By signing the order acknowledgement form, you are agreeing to
the CIPP’s terms and conditions of sale as displayed on the CIPP
website.
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Terms and conditions for event sponsorship

ANNUAL CONFERENCE AND AWARDS ORDER FORM

This document (together with the documents expressly referred to in
it) provides information about us and the legal terms and conditions
(terms of business) which govern event bookings through the CIPP.
These terms of business will apply to any contract between us for
the sale of Products to you (Contract). Please read these Terms of
business carefully and make sure that you understand them, before
booking any events with the CIPP. Please note that by booking your
place on CIPP events, you are agreeing to be bound by these terms
of business and the other documents expressly referred to in it.

3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6

If you refuse to accept our terms of business then you will not be
able to book events with the CIPP.
You may wish to print a copy of these Terms of business (or save
them to your computer) for future reference. The latest version of
these terms will be available at http://www.cipp.org.uk/terms.

These terms of business, and any Contract between us, are
only in the English language.
1. Definitions and Interpretation
1.1 The following definitions and interpretation shall apply to all
dealings between the Buyer and the Company
1.2 ‘The Company’, ‘Us’ ‘Our’ and ‘We’ shall mean IPP Education
Ltd trading as the CIPP, the Chartered Institute of Payroll
Professionals
1.3 “The Buyer” shall mean the person, firm or company to
whom the CIPP agrees to supply to
1.4 “Products/Services” means the products and/or services we
agreed to provide you with under the Contract
1.5 “Contract Document” means the enrolment form, booking
form, registration form, and schedules applicable to it and
our terms of business
2. Conditions Applying
2.1 These terms and conditions supersede any terms and
conditions proposed by The Buyer and may not be varied
except with the written consent of The Company in
accordance with 2.3 below
2.2 Prior to booking you must refer to our Website terms and
conditions
2.3 For Privacy and Data Protection Policy refer to clauses 5 and
8 of our Website terms and conditions
2.4 Any variation to these terms and conditions must be agreed
in writing and signed or countersigned by a Director of The
Company
3. Fees, Invoicing and Payment
3.1 Fees
3.2 The price(s) charged will be as shown on the order form
attached at the time of the purchase of the Products/
Services. The only exceptions shall be any variation pursuant
to 2.3 above. All prices quoted are exclusive of VAT which

3.7
3.8

3.9

will be added to all sums due under invoice. The Buyer will
pay fees in full and, except as stated in these Terms, fees are
not refundable.
Invoicing and Payment
The following payment terms form part of your original
contract and must be adhered to
Payment can be made electronically by credit/debit card at
the time of booking
Alternatively an invoice can be requested. Unless the
Contract Document states otherwise, the total invoice is due
for payment the earlier of the date of the event or within
30 days of the date of issue without any right of set-off.
Methods of payment are detailed on our invoices
Non-payment of invoices
If the buyer has any queries on receipt of the invoice, The
Buyer will write to The Company specifying their concern
within 14 days of the date of the invoice. If The Buyer does
not raise such a query, payment of the invoice shall be due
in accordance with clause 3.2 above
If any payment is outstanding for an event, The Company
shall be entitled to deny The Buyer entry to the event until
such time as payment is made

6. Discounts and Promotions
6.1 To be eligible for discounts and promotions, you must meet
the criteria for each discount or promotion type as set out
by CIPP.
6.2 Membership discounts are applicable to paying members
of the CIPP who hold Associate, Full, Fellow or Chartered
membership only. Membership numbers must be quoted at
the time of booking.
6.3 The CIPP ( the Chartered Institute of Payroll Professionals) is
not responsible for the actual internet speed that the enduser will experience while using our online products as the
it depends upon a variety of conditions, many of which are
beyond the control of the CIPP. These conditions include:
6.4 Performance of a customer’s computer, including its age,
processing capability, its operating system, the number of
applications running simultaneously, and the presence of
any adware, malware and viruses;
6.5 Type of connection between a customer’s computer and
our online platform. For example, Wireless connections also
may be subject to greater fluctuations, interference, and
congestion;
6.6 The distance packets travel (round trip time of packets)
between a customer’s computer and its final destination
on the Internet, including the number and quality of the
networks of various operators in the transmission path.
The Internet is a “network of networks.” A customer’s
connection may traverse the networks of multiple providers
before reaching its destination, and the limitations of those
networks will most likely affect the overall speed of that
Internet connection. Please liaise with your internet provider
if such issues occur;
6.7 Congestion or high usage levels at the website or destination.
If a large number of visitors are accessing a site or particular
destination at the same time, your connection will be
affected if it does not have sufficient capacity;
6.8 Gating of speeds or access by the website or destination.
In order to control traffic or performance, many websites
limit the speeds at which a visitor can download from their
site. Those limitations will carry through to a customer’s
connection. Moreover, VPN connections may slow down
your internet speed;
6.9 The performance of the cable modem you have installed.
Modem performance may degrade over time, and certain
modems are not capable of handling higher speeds;
6.9.1 Latency is another measurement of Internet
performance. Latency is the time delay in transmitting
or receiving packets on a network. Latency is primarily
a function of the distance between two points of
transmission, but also can be affected by the quality of
the network or networks used in transmission. Latency
is typically measured in milliseconds, and generally
has no significant impact on typical everyday Internet
usage. As latency varies based on any number of
factors, most importantly the distance between
a customer’s computer and the ultimate Internet

4. Confirmation of Booking

By submitting a booking form you agree and confirm that
The Buyer will meet the sponsorship requirements of
the event. All bookings are subject to availability. Joining
instructions will be issued no later than seven days prior to
the event.
5. Rescheduling, Transfers, Cancellation and Non-attendance
5.1 By us: The dates, times and venues advertised are
provisional. We will use reasonable endeavours to
adhere to these; however, we may reschedule or cancel
if circumstances beyond our control make cancellation
necessary. Circumstances beyond our control include, but
are not limited to, acts of terror, natural disaster, strikes, ‘Acts
of God’ and adverse weather conditions. In the event of a
change or cancellation we will make reasonable endeavours
to notify you and offer you an alternative. By confirming
sponsorship of the event you agree that we shall incur no
further liability whatsoever as a result of the cancellation.
5.2 By you: If you wish to transfer or cancel your event
sponsorship a request must be made in writing no later than
60 days prior to commencement of the event.
5.3 Additional fee information:
5.3.1 Cancellation of sponsorship more than 21 days in
advance of event – 50% of agreed sponsorship fee
5.3.2 Cancellation of sponsorship 21 days or fewer of event
date – full amount payable and no refund if already
paid
5.3.3 Any changes made to names, accommodation or
dietary requirements after the 21 August 2021 will
incur a £65 charge

Signed:

Name:
Job title:
Organisation name:
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destination (as well as the number and variety of
networks your packets cross); if your latency (ping)
is higher than usual, please contact your internet
provider;
6.9.2 It is the customer’s responsibility to have their
computer updated and with the latest version of
software (e.g.: Operating System, web browser, Adobe
Flash, Adobe Acrobat, Microsoft Office, and so on)
7. Data protection
7.1 All data collected as part of this contract for services is in
accordance with the data protection regulations applicable to
the UK as outlined within the CIPP’s privacy notice.
7.2 If you wish to exercise your rights of access to your personal
data processed by the CIPP then please contact us, in writing
at CIPP, Goldfinger House, 245 Cranmore Boulevard, Shirley,
Solihull, West Midlands, B90 4ZL
8. Photography use
8.1 Photographs and video footage may be recorded at any CIPP
events and may include any delegates present at the event.
Photographs and footage taken may be used in follow up
publications or for future marketing of CIPP events.
8.1.1 Delegates featured in, or in the background of,
photographs taken will not be personally identified
unless specific consent has been granted by the
individual in question.
8.1.2 This does not apply to speaker photos used for
marketing purposes and who have previously
consented to use of image rights
9. Copyright
9.1 We retain ownership and sole rights to the copyright of any
material provided for the purpose of the event or available
online. Once supplied, materials, with the exception of the
copyright, become the personal property of the delegate and
no part of the materials maybe used or reproduced in any
form by any person or organisation unless as authorised by
a Director of ‘The Company’.
9.2 Audio or video recording at any event is not allowed except
where we have given prior written permission.
10. Law of England

For all legal relationships between the Company and the
Buyer, the law of England and Wales shall apply.
11. Severability

If a provision of this Agreement is or becomes illegal,
invalid or unenforceable in any jurisdiction, that shall not
affect the validity or enforceability in that jurisdiction of any
other provision of this Agreement.

Date:

Need more information
For more information on National Payroll Week sponsorship, or
sponsorship of any of the CIPP’s events, email daniel.cull@cipp.org.uk
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